CONFIGURATION EXAMPLES

POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS

. Bottom track recessed/sunken with or without compenchannel
. sator
Bottom track surface-mounted to the floor with/without
channel
. compensator
Panels travelling through angles from 90º to 180º
. Possibility of angles < 90º
. Corner doors
SLIDING DOOR

RESTAURANTS

INTERIOR PARTITIONS

PORCHES

BALCONIES

ALUMINIUM BASED SYSTEM

.
with market standards 40x40 tracks
. Compatible
Structural aluminum (minimum thickness 3 mm = 1/8”
approx.)

PARKING

ADJUSTMENT/LEVELING

. Up to 25 mm (63/64”) using the compensator channel on
bottom
. the
Up to 50 mm (1.97” approx.) using the compensator
channel on both top and bottom.

OPENING POSSIBILITIES

BOTTOM TRACK POSSIBILITIES

. Panels can stack to one side, to the other, to both, inside
outside at the same time
. and/or
Doors can be placed on one or both sides, on a corner, on
center and/or nearly anywhere else desired
. the
Opening with/without arm
. Standard system with top and bottom locking mechanism
. Ventilation position
LOCKING POSSIBILITIES

. Stainless-steel and/or other finishes locks with or
key
. without
Any locking type available for glass doors
. Side lock with/without key
. Fix ventilation position in systems with arm
GLASS

.
and/or laminated
. Tempered
Thickness: 6 mm (1/4”), 8 mm (5/16”), 10 mm (3/8”),
12 mm (1/2”)

SIDE VIEW

FINISHES

. Ral colors
. All
colors
. Wood-like
Anodized colors
DIMENSIONS

. Maximum width recommended for standard system
: 800 mm -31.5” (Doors 900 mm – 35.44”)
. panels
Maximum recommeded height: 3000 mm (10 ft)

SECURITY AND RELIABILITY

More information and/or pictures: http://www.allglasstodocristal.com/galerie.html

FUNCTIONALITY

STRENGTH

Unique to the market, the system weight is
carried on the bottom track
Todocristal Allglass ®´s system, unique in the
market, uses gravity as an ally,
adding functionality and security
With an average project weight of 400 kgs (882
lbs.) a bottom-supported system is far better and
safer than a top-hanging system.

The panels are joined by solid metal pieces to
guarantee security, protection and isolation
against the wind and rain.

RELIABILITY

WITH OR WITHOUT ARM

No wheels, no bearings and no rollers of any kind
All panels slide smoothly resulting in a very
reliable and a very low maintenance system

You can choose between a configuration with or
without an opening arm. The last option provides
a clean aesthetic and allows easy installation of
curtains or blinds.

SIMPLE QUALITY

SIDE LOCK

Only first quality materials are used in our system.
Compared to other systems Todocristal Allglass®
uses far less plastic-based components.
Components are kept to a minimum, using fewer
than any other system
Our parts are durable, corrosion-resistant and
long- lasting

Our innovative side lock offers you greater
security, water tightness and a stylish aesthetic.
With its handle and key you can open and close
your system very easily.

WATER RESISTANCE

SECURE LOCK

Our system provides optimum water resistance
as there are no plastic gaskets in between profile
joints. Components assembled with aluminum to
aluminum joints prevent penetration by water and
wind. Furthermore, the water resistance of our
system is improved by being bottom weighted.

Any standard locking solution can be used with
the Todocristal Allglass® system, adding to
security and letting you choose between a wide
range of possibilities with or without key.

SECURITY AND RELIABILITY WITH BEAUTY

COMPENSATOR CHANNEL

Security and reliability play a key role in the
design and development of the product. We pay
special attention to its aesthetic beauty, giving
the system a soft, rounded profile and line unique
to the market. The result is the most advanced
technology, beauty, design and function.

The Todocristal Allglass® system can be
completely recessed on the floor in a very clean
and secure way. The compensator channel makes
it possible to adjust the height of the system

